Edition 1
May 2022
Welcome to the children’s newspaper, where you get to find
out what is going on around school. We publish new editions
termly and include lots of exciting things, such as book
reviews, games, comics and articles about special events in
school.
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Meet the Junior
Journalists
Hello! My name is Abigail (but most people call me Abbie). I am in
Year 5 and my teacher is Mr Dransfield and he is the first male
teacher I have had. I have been at BHPS for 6 years and I love it here
it is awesome. I live with my Mum, Dad, little brother and all my
pets. I have a rabbit called Toasty and she is all black. When I grow
up, I really want to be an engineer because I really like inventing
things and designing mechanical products. I am 10 and in November
I am going to be 11 (I am so exited).

I’m Amari Passi. I wanted to be a Junior Journalist because I want
to push myself to be a greater depth writer. I love dogs and being
active. My friends think I am funny, and my favourite lessons are
P.E and Maths. My newspaper jobs include interviewing teachers
and the sports page. I am looking forward to participating in our
new edition in May!

Hi, my name is Chloe and I wanted to become a Junior Journalist
because I like having a nosey into people’s stuff and I like writing.
I am kind, funny and I LOVE dogs. Computing is one of the things I
am good at as well as Art and PE. I hope you will enjoy the sports
page that my friend (Amari)and I have written for you. I also hope
you will enjoy this newspaper as much as my team and I have
enjoyed writing it.
My name is Hugh and I am in Year 5. I have two siblings who attend
this school - one in Year 1 and one in Year 3. I love all things
technology including computers and playing on Minecraft. I am very
excited to be a Junior Journalist for the school. In my role as
Technology Assistant, I will help anybody that needs support with
technology. Also, as Games Correspondent, I will enjoy making
games for BHPS to enjoy. In my spare time, I love to play with my dog
Theo, and I am also a team member at Cubs, 2nd Bramcote Scout
Group.
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Hi, I’m Kane from the Junior Journalist team and I’ll be drawing a
comic for the Bramcote Hills Buzz newsletter. I am 11 years old
and I enjoy playing video games and drawing. My favourite movie is
the Lego Movie. My favourite book is Who Let the Gods Out, and
my favourite video game is Super Mario 3D World. I wanted to
become a Junior Journalist because I enjoy writing in and out of
school.

Hello, my name is Olivia. I enjoy writing and I also like playing the
trumpet. In my free time, I like to write stories and when I grow
up, I want to be a children's author. I am looking forward to
contributing to all the editions of Bramcote Hills Buzz Newspaper.
My role is Book Reviewer and Special Events Reporter.

Hi, my name is Sofia and I'm from 6C. I'm a Junior Journalist
because: I want inspire others that if you try hard life gives you
rewards and I really enjoy English, Art and being nosey. My job
is a Graphic Designer (I make the newspaper look cool and fancy.)
I can't wait to meet some of you! ;D
Hello, my name is Tilly and I am 10 years old. My
newspaper jobs include: book reviews and special
events. My hobbies are reading, trumpet, guitar
and cricket. When I grow up, I want to work in a
bakery. I have two guinea pigs called Charlie and
Cuddles. I wanted to be a Junior Journalist
because I am always watching what is going on
around me and sometimes accidentally overhear
conversations!
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To be continued……
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